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Drama Phase 2 Survey – Raw Feedback 

Do you think the draft materials for this subject are ready for testing with students in pilot 
schools/kura? 
Option Total Percent 
The materials are ready for piloting 3 0.32% 
The materials need small amendments before piloting 12 1.26% 
The materials need significant amendments before piloting 9 0.95% 
The materials are unsuitable for piloting 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 926 97.37% 

Do you have any further feedback on the draft materials? If there was one thing you think 
would help make these materials easier to test in the pilot, what would it be? 

ANON-
767U-
4E5A-8 

Paperwork has hindered Achievement in the past and it just needs to be make more 
explicit that paperwork is no longer a requirement. 

ANON-
767U-
4ECB-Q 

Reviewing 1.1 and the content, what consists of Theatre Aoteoara? 

ANON-
767U-
4EE7-E 

The externals are a major concern in terms of workload for teachers. You also will 
have massive issues with teachers skillset around technology. The internals do 
cover the major areas of performance and group devising but marking a process is 
extremely problematic. Consideration also need to be made to people teaching in a 
multi leveled classes and classrooms with large numbers of kids. 

ANON-
767U-
4EMY-R 

The resources provided need tweaking. My main concern with 1.1 is finding plays 
with the right mix of ethnicities to suit my class. It is no longer appropriate in our 
modern climate to have people playing a character that is from a different ethnicity. 
For 1.2, the task for devising from a place would involve an incredibly challenging 
amount of logistical challenges. EOTC work, potential for the need for police checks, 
health and safety pre-checks etc. As interesting as this could be, in our current world 
of pandemic, this is very stressful and a lot of extra work for the teacher. 
Overall, the times allowed for assessment are far too short. 

ANON-
767U-
4EMR-H 

My complaint about the course that is now offered for Level One Drama is 
restrictive, and does not address the fact that we have to alter a whole community's 
idea of 'working for credits' - learning for learning's sake is ideal - but not feasible in 
many school situations. Reducing down the number of standards makes the course 
2 dimensional and token. I think Mataurangi Maori is important, but should not come 
at the loss of other facets of Theatre as a whole. 
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ANON-
767U-
4E44-T 

There are fundamental issues, i.e the time limit of the performances. How does this 
show enough scope of the learning? 10-12 weeks for a 2-3min performance. 
This is way to theory heavy. Focus needs to be practical. Students don't take drama 
to sit around reading plays. 
1.3 as a external being filmed and then sent away to be assessed is not live theatre. 
This would then be a film. The acting techniques are completing different. Are we 
then expected to teach film technique? 

ANON-
767U-
4168-C 

Some of the course outlines give more direction than others. The opportunity to 
have three outlines to get ideas from means you can find things that are relevant to 
the students sitting in front of you. There is a heavy focus on NZ Playwrights. It will 
be important to find the right context to explore views, themes and ideas that identify 
with the cultural diversity NZ has as a country and the world as a whole. Ensuring 
the material is at the correct level will be important, for those of us who have 
students who maybe have a more insular or sheltered background. Glad to see the 
essential skills and learning of drama are a focus to ensure these are not lost or left 
to chance. Time frames are interesting regarding timing on a piece of work and 
when things are due. Resources included to support a standard are helpful. For 
many teachers I think there will be a lot of reading and researching in preparation to 
feel informed about where we are heading and to provide leadership and guidance 
in classrooms. 

ANON-
767U-
41F6-T 

The mechanism in which the external assessments occur. One of the purposes of 
this restructure was to minimise to amount of work for teachers. I see the move 
away from exam assessment adding to the workload of teachers. There will need to 
be a lot of uploading as part of the external assessment. 

ANON-
767U-
41QM-V 

I feel that 1.3 and 1.4 are lacking clarity still. 

ANON-
767U-
41EF-9 

Very little actual performance experience in these new standards. Seems much 
lower than what we do now – lowered expectations? 
- Huge increase in workload to gather 2 portfolios of evidence for the 2 external 
standards for ALL students at level 1 –having digital portfolios for 2 standards being 
sent away for external marking - if this carries on for level 2 and 3 – huge equity load 
on teachers with large 30+ classes or multi-level classes. Also issues with digital 
storage for school not having capacity – and recording of video –equity with quality 
of camera/lighting/sound and storage of that for every student - 
- Concerns around a lesser expectation than there is now – how does society/other 
tertiary courses – view this course – literacy - lead on for students taking this 
course? and wanting a deep understanding of drama – eg those who want to go on 
and have qualifications to show employers/tertiary providers etc.– how will this stack 
against other so called academic courses – how will they see motivation to keep 
going if achieve these early in the year? 
– we fought hard to have Drama recorded as a subject that is literacy rich – and 
students take it because they see the value in process and performance – but there 
is little performance in here. And process needs clarification for marking. 
- Concerns around choice for students – can now mix and match for individual 
choice and assessment – eg choosing to do exam or not – choosing events and 
entertainment technologies or 1.5 this gives less choice for students – also courses 
that combine for example English with Drama – how will they now operate? What 
emphasis will there be on these 4 standards only – the richness of our subject and 
the huge variety in forms seem to have disappeared? Drama form no longer 
explicitly taught (can do for 1.3 but seems an onerous task to teach a form AND a 
production type scripted performance?) 
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- Concern around resources and support for the change – teachers already 
stretched. 

ANON-
767U-
41JE-D 

What do we teach beyond Week 5 Term 3! 
Appears quite prescribed overall. 
Greater demands on written evidence detracts from the practical dimension of our 
subject. 
Little to no opportunity for students to explore their interests in drama outside of 
performing (lack of choice with no script-writing, directing or technology 
assessments). 
We need professional learning around wairuatanga and manaakitanga concepts. 
Like the big ideas- just need unpacking around understanding concepts to ensure 
we are all on the same page across the board and feel confident to approach this as 
kaiako in our teaching. 

ANON-
767U-
41J5-W 

There is a significant amount of written/reflective work expected for each 
assessment for what looks like a small amount of performance (2-3 minutes). While 
reflecting is useful for students to develop their dramatic performances, the detail 
and amount of work required for each assessment is far too large for NCEA Level 1, 
particularly in the externals. I can see the value in some of these conditions in later 
levels when students have been introduced to NCEA and drama as a subject. 

ANON-
767U-
41WJ-Y 

Performance times need to be extended. 2-3 minutes is not enough and takes away 
the practical aspects of this subject! Please find below our exact concerns as other 
Drama teachers as recorded on the Drama NZ page. These are all valid points that 
we as a department completely agree with. 
 
1.1 
More information and clarity around submit evidence of reflection of Manaakitanga – 
how do you assess manaakitanga – do we want to be assessing manaakitanga? 
Manaakitanga is not a function of ALL theatre Aotearoa 
Seems to be about process – and at times – discussing, explaining rather than 
through drama 
Teachers wanted to be ‘doing’ rather than theorising, discussing, reading – on one 
of the unit outlines examples you spent 3-4 weeks ‘reading and exploring’ 3 texts. 
Concerns around: 
Workload for teachers compiling all submissions for every student plus the 1.4 
submission 
 
1.3 
You can perform for a teacher – or a full on audience, concerns around huge variety 
submitted – potentially school productions to a student doing a short piece of text by 
themselves -speech and drama style? – is there potential for cross over – eg: I did 
trinity college level … so I could claim prior knowledge for this? 
 
1.4 
Concerns around the variety and workload - what this will look like for teachers- 
gathering of evidence into a portfolio of work for every individual student in your 
class. Also both externals are gathered, recorded by the teacher for each individual 
student in your class. Some teachers may do a theoretical essay type review – 
written, some may do oral presentations – all valid – but equity? 
Concerns that the drama matrix level 6 says “understand that the experience of live 
drama performance is reciprocal between the drama and the audience.” Yet no 
where does this say ‘live’ theatre in this standard. 
Concerns around a lesser expectation than there is now – how does society/other 
tertiary courses – view this course – literacy - lead on for students taking this 
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course? and wanting a deep understanding of drama – eg those who want to go on 
and have qualifications to show employers/tertiary providers etc.– how will this stack 
against other so called academic courses – how will they see motivation to keep 
going if achieve these early in the year? 
Concerns for Literacy – where is this in here? – explicit mention but also how this 
will be viewed – we fought hard to have Drama recorded as a subject that is literacy 
rich – and students take it because they see the value in process and performance – 
but there is little performance in here. And process needs clarification for marking. 
- Concerns around choice for students – can now mix and match for individual 
choice and assessment – eg choosing to do exam or not – choosing events and 
entertainment technologies or 1.5 this gives less choice for students – also courses 
that combine for example English with Drama – how will they now operate? What 
emphasis will there be on these 4 standards only. – 
 
  

ANON-
767U-
418B-R 

There needs to be more explicit explantions to help ensure equity and standards 
from school to school. There is room at the moment for great variety of 
interpretation. Time of performance needs to be more balanced with the focus on 
process. Students need to be able to see the value of working well in process being 
graded to the outcomes of performance being successful because of quality process 
being executed to get there. We need to ensure that drama is still a doing subject 
where students experience growth by doing in action as well as reflecting on 
learning. 

ANON-
767U-
417D-S 

1. I commend the addition of a greater grounding in Te Ao Maori and Theatre 
Aotearoa. 
2. I am deeply concerned that the 2 internal 2 external model that works for subjects 
such as Math and Science has been applied to all subjects with little regard for HOW 
a particular subject works and the impact on students 
3. I have come away from this with the impression there is a greater focus on writing 
ABOUT drama rather than learning THROUGH DOING drama. This feels more 
"english-y' and there is a sense that they have thrown out what was good and 
working before. 
4. Materials need a lot of work around what this looks like in the classroom and 
tagging this to things that would have been done before and broadening from there - 
rather than appearing as something vague 
5. Teacher workload and PD are going to have to have significant funding. Teacher 
need INSERVICE PD - I have a sense this will be left to teachers to sort out in their 
own time via subject associations which is completely unacceptable 

ANON-
767U-
41MN-S 

I like the detail in the course outlines, and that there are three different course 
outlines that structure the course differently, giving the pilot schools a chance to trial 
which course outline would work for them. 

ANON-
767U-
41MX-3 

1.1 could be marked externally and 1.3 marked internally 

ANON-
767U-
41M3-X 

It appears to me that the whole ethos of Drama as a subject is being changed by 
these draft materials. Some change is helpful (e.g. incorporating Te Ao Maori) but 
many of the changes appear to be reducing the practical, performance based core 
of the subject. These are the aspects that appeal to a wide range of students, and I 
believe that reducing them will lead to a reduction of students taking the subject. 
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ANON-
767U-
4EJ4-G 

The DR Outline 1, has some good detail but the dates for submission are incorrect. 
It seems to imply that both 1.3 and 1.4 are due Term 3 Wk 5 - which seems odd as I 
thought 1.4 Respond to Drama Performance was due during the exam external time 
period in Term 4. I think it is important to emphasise that the reading AND explore 
over 2 weeks in term 1 is re written as explore (which includes reading the text) so 
that this does not just become a reading activity. Drama students like to do and 
reading does not always make the play make sense without some stand up activities 
and unpacking. 
Some of the suggested texts I feel are quite high level and maybe not suitable for all 
schools. It is great to have the ATC education packs as part of the outline. 
Providing 3mins of consecutive performance unedited in 1.3 will be a time 
consuming job, also requires the filming to be of high quality and no audience in the 
way - also sometimes students are in groups and you can see them but the camera 
cannot - but the recording you make gives you a reminder of what they did - now 
you need to make sure that each student is well recorded - is it the view that these 
are filmed prior to the actual performance of the play perhaps as a step towards the 
final show and filmed for the camera as per scholarship rather than for the audience. 
DR course outline 2 identifies that excerpts for 1.1(interpret script) and 1.2 (devising) 
are only 2-3 mins long - this seems quite short if it is a group piece of 3 -5people - is 
it a guideline for per person - but pieces shouldn't be longer than - 10mins say... 
The focus on Matariki and the resources provided for the devising seem good. I 
think I like this topic as I feel familiar enough to cover and explore it. Some of the 
content in the other plays I feel I do not know enough and definitely would need PD 
to help approach these appropriately - not provided by my school as our māori 
kaiako will be busy with their own new standards. 
I think the idea of guiding and supporting students to collect their own digital 
evidence will take a lot of work! They are not very good at this and this will take a lot 
of class time and follow up to ensure it is happening. - And the lower ability students 
will be the ones who do it the least and worst but may have some good insights that 
is hard to record clearly for an external marking. 
We will need PD on how to do this efficiently and effectively and to see exactly what 
it is they want to see. 
In DR outline - although implied the timeline to submit 1.3 Term 3 Wk 5 needs to be 
made clearer. I think I like this idea of having a performance start in Term 2 and be 
performed in Term 3. And then finish off with Devising and collating evidence for 1.4 
There seems some viable options of how to work the 4 standards. It will take some 
re-training to think about running a standard alongside other standards but I think it 
gives a more wholistic approach to teaching. Which I like. 
DR Outline 3 seems to imply that 1.3 can be done towards the end of the year in 
Term 3/4. So it would be good if we did not have to hand in compulsory at Term 3 
Wk 5. But maybe choose which one we hand in when. Ie 1.4 could be handed in 
Term3 Wk 5 and 1.3 in the external time...or vice versa - or could they both be 
handed in at the end of the year? Could we choose so that the NZQA know how 
much marking is to be done at what time? 
 
WE need PD on understanding and implementing Matauranga Māori effectively and 
appropriately in our area, specifically with Drama but I guess school wide too. 
 
There is a lot of material provided and a lot to work through and I guess I could 
interpret this successfully, so overall an exciting change. Thank you. 

ANON-
767U-
41MB-D 

As always, the new terminlogy will be a focus for reluctance.I suppose practice will 
normalise terms like manaakitanga so that teachers gradually become accustomed 
to it.Many would say it already exists in the collaborative mahi and to some extent 
the grafting on of terms such as this can seem like obfuscation. 
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I feel that too little significance has been placed on responsiveness to drama.One of 
the plagues of current output has been heavily analysed ,well meaning material 
where the student has no real idea of the effect of their work. The result is often 
indulgent though the student (and sometimes the teacher) is not able to be objective 
about its actual quality. 
 
Stronger requirements for critical viewing would help.We need audiences who can 
respond at a rational level, not just a congratulatory one, as is often the ase where a 
huge emotional investment has been (necessarly) made. 

ANON-
767U-
41BX-R 

More information or clarification needed regarding: 
- 1.3 and 1.1 need clarity if they are teacher or student directed scenes. 
- 1.3 needs clarification of expectations for submission process. If evidence is 2-
3mins per student, is it a 2-3 min scene or can this time be made up throughout a 
whole performance? 
- 1.3 potential equity issue: Recording equipment, space and technologies. If shot 
under stage lights in wide angle, the level of detail in techniques like facial 
expressions are lost on camera. There will need to be clear expectations for 
recording put in place (like the Drama scholarship exam) to ensure equity and best 
evidence to be submitted. 
- Timing of submissions for externals 1.3 and 1.4 could be swapped. It is currently 
set with Term 1 & 2 to view or access a decent professional performance- potential 
equity issue/harder for smaller regions, this also may impact school production 
calendars as pressure to do production in T1 or2 if learning for 1.3 has to be done 
before end of T3. 

ANON-
767U-
41BR-J 

Work expected from students is too much. The requirements in the task and the time 
frames/ word limits are not consistent with each other. What is required in terms of 
reflection needs to be reduced and focussed very clearly on the requirements of the 
standard. Even though there are (as now) multiple ways for students to respond, this 
is the part students enjoy least and do least well in. I am afraid these requirements 
will destroy the joy of learning in this subject. 
 
The resources provided are a great start- lots of clarity in the tasks and outlines as 
to what an activity and course might look like. It is useful to have all the resources 
available- from the standard, to conditions of assessment for internals to tasks and 
schedules. This will have been a lot of work which is appreciated. 

 
Do the sample Course Outline(s) exemplify how the Significant Learning can form a 
coherent years’ programme with opportunities to assess the 4 Standards? (Do they show 
how a course could be taught across a year in the subject? Remember these can be 
adapted to your own context.) 
Option Total Percent 
The Course Outline(s) are useful examples 5 0.53% 
The Course Outline(s) are unclear or do not contain enough information 3 0.32% 
The Course Outline(s) are too similar to show multiple ways a course 
could be constructed 

3 0.32% 

The Course Outline(s) are not useful 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 939 98.74% 

 
Do the Course Outline(s) demonstrate how teaching and learning could be grounded in 
mātauranga Māori? 
Option Total Percent 
The course outline(s) demonstrate this clearly 4 0.42% 
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The course outline(s) demonstrate this to some extent 8 0.84% 
The course outline(s) do not demonstrate this 0 0.00% 
Not Answered 939 98.74% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on the Course Outline(s)? 

ANON-
767U-
4EE7-E 

Some of the texts that you have mentioned in the course outlines are pretty heavy 
for level one, for example Under Milkwood . Course outlines are very similar. 
However it is good to see some genres mentioned. Site specific could be tricky for 
some. Many of the NZ scripts would need unpacking in terms of their cultural 
content. Who is going to help the teachers who do not feel confident with that? Or 
will this be up to the schools. 

ANON-
767U-
4E44-T 

Course outline was unclear and confusing. Again it was very theory based and not 
enough practical content. Students don't want to be reading and brainstorming for 6 
weeks. 
What happens after week 5 of Term 3? What do they do in Term 4? 
This is very concept driven that hasn't been delivered in a practical setting. 
This would be unmanageable with a big class. Our average class size is 25 students. 
There is a lot riding on their self management and literally skills. Not every students 
is going to be able to achieve this. 
Workload as a Teacher, especially in Term 3 is massive. All students will have 
different interpretations of the concepts. Workload of uploading portfolios. 

ANON-
767U-
41QM-V 

These are great and it is evident that much time and effort have been put into these - 
I am grateful to the team involved for their hard work. 

ANON-
767U-
41J5-W 

Some of the outlines have suggested that all of the assessments are completed by 
Term 3, Week 5 when externals are due. What are we doing with students for the 
remainder of the time? If we leave one of the internals until the end of the year do we 
have enough time before seniors go off on exam leave? The outlines also make it 
very hard for a drama teacher to organise trips to a 'live performance' (many of them 
are at the end of the year) 

ANON-
767U-
41FA-5 

I feel that there is a lot of reflecting/discussing/examining/ rather than up and doing 
the mahi of Drama in these units. Also some of the examples of plays are not really 
suitable for year 11 - Dealing with complex and sensitive issues. 

ANON-
767U-
417D-S 

Course outlines need to show what previously would have been done and then link 
that to how the new ones will be able to be done. Teachers are going to do this 
anyway, so being explicit will allow them to see where their prior knowledge and 
experience connects with what is happening. Eg. writing something such as: " 
External 1.4 is where current 1.1 and 1.6 could blend into a deeper learning 
experience." would help. There are also a number of things noted that will require 
significant PD for teachers. There are equity and access to material issues too. 

ANON-
767U-
41MN-S 

There may need to be some clarification around the word 'function' as explained in 
course outline 1. Are there certain things that NZQA wuold be looking for when 
refering to the funtion of Theatre Aotearoa, something along the lines of the theater 
form features/conventions that we would use and expect for the current theater form 
internal and external 

ANON-
767U-
41MX-3 

Agency could to be given to different geographical regions to define their 
understandings of Māori concepts that are tricky to transliterate (such as 
manaakitanga). 
Documentation of work could be more explicitly outlined, taught, supported (such as, 
by a school technician) and rewarded (since multi-modal literacies are being 
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celebrated here). 
While Ākonga are being 'given opportunities to experience both sides of the 
relationship (audience and performer), it would be good to ensure courses don't 
become too insular (ie only see each other's work...) by rewarding a compulsory 
outward look at other professional practise. 

ANON-
767U-
41M3-X 

The course outlines are all very similar and indicate that there is a fixed view on how 
to deliver material. The strength of the current standards is that they give flexibility to 
build programmes of learning that suit cohorts and individuals' strengths and 
interests. The outlines as they stand offer limited (if any) ability to tailor courses. The 
suggested length of performance in the outlines indicates that the performance is not 
the main focus of the work, which is the current case 

ANON-
767U-
4EJ4-G 

See feedback about course outlines in the General review. 
There could be more information but I guess that will come. 

 
Is this Achievement Standard [1.1] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 
The standard is ready for piloting 3 0.32% 
The standard needs small amendments before piloting 7 0.74% 
The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 9 0.95% 
The standard is unsuitable for piloting 0 0.00% 
Not Answered 932 98.00% 

 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 
The criteria need some clarification 10 1.05% 
The criteria need significant clarification 5 0.53% 
The criteria are clear 4 0.42% 
Not Answered 932 98.00% 

 
 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Conditions of Assessment provide sufficient 
and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 
Guidance is sufficient and clear 5 0.53% 
Further detail is needed in the guidance 13 1.37% 
Guidance is unclear 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 932 98.00% 

 
Could the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.1 be used or adapted in your local 
context? 
Option Total Percent 
I could use or adapt all 3 activities 5 0.53% 
I could use or adapt 1 or 2 activities 11 1.16% 
I could not use or adapt any of these activities 2 0.21% 
Not Answered 933 98.11% 

 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities exemplify how mātauranga Māori can be recognised 
and valued in assessment? (Do they demonstrate appropriate Māori contexts for 
assessment? Do they provide guidance and support for teachers and students to engage 
with mātauranga Māori in assessment?) 
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Option Total Percent 
All 3 activities do this 8 0.84% 
1 or 2 of the activities do this 7 0.74% 
None of the activities do this 3 0.32% 
Not Answered 933 98.11% 

 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.1 support the engagement, access, 
understanding and participation of all learners? 
Option Total Percent 
All 3 activities do this 5 0.53% 
1 or 2 of the activities do this 9 0.95% 
None of the activities do this 4 0.42% 
Not Answered 933 98.11% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.1] and its activities? For 
example, if you noted that the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria were unclear, which 
grade level in particular is problematic and why? If you have noticed problems in an 
Activity, which one was it? 

ANON-
767U-
4ECB-Q 

This standard is overall too academic for Drama, to the point it excludes students 
who are not working at a merit or excellence level in the current English curriculum. 
There needs to clear guidelines on what constitutes Theatre Aotearoa. Some 
concerns were raised about the degree in which we need to teach the play as an 
English text, i.e themes, purpose audience implication in order for students to 
respond to reach high grade in their reflections. 

ANON-
767U-
4EE7-E 

There is a need to further discuss and educate teachers about what Theatre 
Aotearoa actually entails, and how to break this down into manageable and easy to 
explain information for Y11. The scenes only being 2-3 minutes is quite short 
especially if there are multiple people in a scene. How can a students demonstrate 
demonstrate their knowledge of Theatre Aotearoa? How much are the set, props 
and costumes part of showing the essence of the piece. Having all components as a 
way to mark this in combination makes it a vast criteria. Scripts which are suitable for 
Y11 students could be hard to come by? The Dawn Raids task is a political "hot 
potato" . Some schools might not be keen to delve into this kind of script. Some of 
the NZ scripts are very hard hitting and some schools and parents are very 
conservative about the content their students experience. Who am I to judge how 
cultural some thing is? 

ANON-
767U-
4EMY-R 

The explanatory note says 'making links between the performance and the use of 
drama to connect, heal, educate or entertain' but there is no mention of this in the 
conditions of assessment. How is this to be presented? 
This seems to be a very mature thing to ask Year 11 students to understand. 

ANON-
767U-
4E44-T 

Excellence criteria- "it's relationship to communities today?"- what does this mean? 
How is this different between linking to the audience? 
How will Mannakitanga be measured? How will it be equitable between schools? 
Some ones interpretation of this could be different from the other. From reading the 
material should it not be assessed during the rehearsal process? 
2-3mintues is way to short. This does provide the student the opportunity to reach a 
high grade, it also doesn't reflect 8weeks of learning. 
Written reflection- what is this on? 
Plays/scenes- can we taken international plays and apply them to a NZ context? 
This needs to be clarified. 
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ANON-
767U-
41F6-T 

Note there are only two activities online. Both are fine. 

ANON-
767U-
41QM-V 

Clarity is needed on time - if there is a group of learners surely 2 - 3 minutes is a bit 
short - perhaps more guidance needed like about 2 minutes per student. And it 
seems that this standard could be done alone? Drama is often selected by learners 
as it is a practical subject - I think we should be cautious of weighting the more 
theoretical side of it - the written/ spoken reflection too much as we may see a drop 
in a numbers and we are already fighting for this. So, I see here that the reflection 
part has been given as much time as the performance part. 

ANON-
767U-
41EF-9 

Clarity needed around only 2-3 min performance – this is a very short performance, 
particularly if more than two in a scene 
Expectations seem very low - one scene? Not a collection of scenes around a theme 
to better exemplify ‘function’? Need clarification of this word 
More information and clarity around submit evidence of reflection of Manaakitanga – 
how do you assess manaakitanga – do we want to be assessing manaakitanga? 
Manaakitanga is not a function of all theatre Aotearoa 
The exemplar tasks basically seem to be just performing a scene from NZ Drama 
then talking about how an audience MAY respond - how is this fulfilling the standard 
Assessment is in the form of a discussion or presentation or written response 
How much of this can be practical? 
It feels like opportunities in this standard are lost and very near-sighted. If you want 
to talk about the impact of Drama - or the ‘function’ - why not create work for the 
community so that response can be authentically gathered? 

ANON-
767U-
41JE-D 

Heal? Does the process of participation count as ‘Healing’? 
Unpack the use of the word “Express” further. We express at all levels of 
achievement. 
“Theatre Aotearoa”, what does this mean? Can we have some clarity? Does this 
include NZ playwrights and plays set in NZ written by playwrights who are not from 
NZ? 
Up to 500 words, does this mean that 100 words is acceptable? 
Manaakitanga refers to the theme of the piece? Or is it the relationship to the 
audience that they are being assessed on? Could it be either/or? 
Could you submit an annotated script for your written work? 
Is this 2-3 minutes total or per student? 
Is there a limit to group size? 
Very prescriptive and ‘manaakitanga’ not the best fit. 

ANON-
767U-
41FA-5 

Clarity needed around only 2-3 min performance – seems short? 
Function of theatre Aotearoa – clarification around this word function 
More information and clarity around submit evidence of reflection of Manaakitanga – 
how do you assess manaakitanga – do we want to be assessing manaakitanga? 
I suggest removing ‘through manaakitanga’ and putting this in explanatory notes 
because seems problematic of what the students are to understand – how do you 
show this? How do we assess this – do we want to be assessing this? 
Also remove the word function too - to read “Explore theatre Aotearoa in a 
performance” – seems clearer and simpler and more broad than the above. 
Manaakitanga is not a function of all theatre Aotearoa so seems problematic. 
Seems to be about process – and at times – discussing, explaining rather than 
through drama 
Teachers wanted to be ‘doing’ rather than theorising, discussing, reading – on one of 
the unit outlines examples you spent 3-4 weeks ‘reading and exploring’ 3 texts. 
The activities - dawn raids - I feel is not aimed at the right level for year 11 - and 
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same with Shudder -being from Christchurch I would not utilise this play - when the 
earthquake happens in the play, especially at year 11. 
Components of Theatre - if you include technologies you are getting into equity 
issues for some schools that don't have access to technologies - costume, sound 
and lighting - new builds do not allow access to lighting for students and also have 
lack of storage for things like costumes - so this is problematic on how they will use 
and engage with these. 
Step from USE (Achieved) to ENGAGE (Merit) is not clearly defined - and then 
EXPRESS - how do you express the function of Theatre? Also having this for E 
"making links between the performance, the use of drama to connect, heal, educate, 
or entertain, and its relationship to communities today." means that the E comes with 
a detailed written or spoken understanding of the performance to heal educate or 
entertain. so equal weighting for explanation and performance - 

ANON-
767U-
41W2-7 

Clarity needed around only 2-3 min performance – seems short? 
Function of theatre Aotearoa – clarification around this word function 
More information and clarity around submit evidence of reflection of Manaakitanga – 
how do you assess manaakitanga – do we want to be assessing manaakitanga? 
Suggestion of removing ‘through manaakitanga’ and putting this in explanatory notes 
because seems problematic of what the students are to understand – how do you 
show this? How do we assess this – do we want to be assessing this? And maybe 
function too - to read “Explore theatre Aotearoa in a performance” – seems clearer 
and simpler and more broad than the above. 
Manaakitanga is not a function of all theatre Aotearoa 
Seems to be about process – and at times – discussing, explaining rather than 
through drama 
Teachers wanted to be ‘doing’ rather than theorising, discussing, reading – on one of 
the unit outlines examples you spent 3-4 weeks ‘reading and exploring’ 3 texts. 
Becoming 'English' studies rather than focused on performance aspects- increase 
performance aspects over reading multiple plays. 

ANON-
767U-
417D-S 

1. Reading through, at various times it seems too hard for level 1, also too much 
about learning ABOUT drama rather than doing, 
2. It gives the impression that this is about Maori theatre. HOW will teachers link all 
theatre back to Maori theatre? They are willing - but HOW?? 
3. Wil the Te Reo teachers in schools be put under pressure? Will they have theatre 
knowledge? 
4. There is no guidance on the performance except 2-3 minutes. Is this PER 
STUDENT? A group piece of 2-3 mins? Who edits and chooses which parts? How 
will evidence be 
collected? Do they perform to an audience beyond the teacher? 
5. As mātauranga is mentioned in the AO - HOW will this compnent be assessed? 
6. It seems a LOT for Level 1. eg Explore 3 texts - this will result in surface learning 
7. Feels like thes have been written by people who are not IN school but USED TO 
teach or have never met teenagers and encountered the busy busy nature of a 
school. 
8. WHO is responsible for the PD to get teachers to fully appreciate and understand 
the concept of mātauranga ? 
9. The language to describe the A. M , E needs to come from the same pool of 
words. Ensure some things are no process and some performance based. 
10. Clarity about what is meant by 'Function" 
11. The AO itself is low level . The word "explain" is low on a taxonomy of thinking 
and appears to require no performance. I would prefer to see "demonstrate 
understanding through performance" or "show practical application of .." or 
something more DOING rather than "TALKING". 
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ANON-
767U-
41MN-S 

The explanatory note stating that using theatre as a function to show makaakitanga 
may need so more tangible examples of how we are expected to show that theater, 
connects, educated and heals. eg. does there need to be response from an 
audience that the performance made them feel connected or healed, or does there 
need to be a response from the performer explaining how they used the 
performance to heal and connect etc 

ANON-
767U-
41MX-3 

This standard is conceptually advanced (providing great groundwork for the breadth 
of level 3 and beyond). I feel this standard would be better marked externally as the 
criteria lends itself to strong cognition and articulation which would be good to 
recognise and compare nationally. Students who are strong at embodying work 
practically might not do as well here as the marking criteria is very cerebral. Perhaps 
the contextual work can be included in the directors overall production concept and 
the student's intention for the work which can be developed throughout the process 
and presented retrospectively if necessary. 

ANON-
767U-
41M3-X 

There is a lack of clarity in the way that assessment should be conducted 'through 
manaakitatanga' since for many teachers there is much to be done to feel competent 
in teaching / assessing through this concept. The necessity to refine drama 
components to enhance the cultural, social, or historical context in an assessment 
performance seems much too sophisticated for a level 1 standard. Although there 
may be a sound intention behind this, it is absolutely unclear int he material 
provided. 
The activities, materials and unpacking information reinforces the lack of flexibility 
around the teaching and learning associated with this standard. Much of the learning 
activities relate to process rather than performance, reducing the very aspect of 
learning that is most attractive to students. Instead of developing learning skills, the 
activities focus on analysis and identifying connections in a way that appears more 
language / humanities based than performance based. 
The removal of the requirement to perform to an audience may be helpful for the few 
students who find this challenging, but it also removes the skills development 
necessary for performers to understand and connect to a live audience. 
Overall, it seems to me that this standard is not about performance at all. Instead, it 
is an investigation of a narrow range of material, with a performance added on to 
make it seem like Drama 

ANON-
767U-
4EJ4-G 

1.1 - I like the limitations on the written or oral explanations. 
I like the word explore as it gives options. 
The activities are clear. 
 
It would be good to make sure that people know about the conditions of assessment 
and that explanatory notes are the things that explain and are important to folllow! 
Not just guidelines! Maybe they should all be in one doc not different docs! 
 
I like the emphasis on Theatre Aotearoa here. as other plays can be used for 1.3... 
 
I am not sure about the timing - it is unclear - is the 2 - 3 mins per person? If it is for 
a group that is very short and not very satisfying for students who like to perform. 
There is a lot of emphasis on the process but I would like there to be more on the 
performance side as well. 
The idea of not having to perform for an audience is wrong! And will encourage a 
way out for those who are nervous of performing like happens now with speeches in 
English. Our classrooms should be safe places for our students to perform in front of 
each other even if not for an outside audience. 
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Explanation of manaakitanga needs to be clearer, that it is about how you approach 
a text not necessarily the content of the text. 

ANON-
767U-
41BA-1 

This is a BIG ask for a short performance. Showing conventions, elements, 
techniques and technologies in 2 - 3 minutes? 
Needs to be clear that it is not teacher directed. Clarity over if this is scripted or 
devise\ 
Lacking symbol in elements. 
Use of scripts is too specific. 'Shudder' could trigger victims of Earthquakes. 'Dawn 
Raids' not appropriate for kura without Pasifica students. Allow choice to reflect the 
makeup of the kura / class 

ANON-
767U-
41TQ-3 

This Standard is too complicated at Level 1. Insisting Manaakitanga is connected to 
the function of NZ plays is an awkward fit and better suited for L2 or L3 where 
greater socio-political critique of works happens. Why not be content with the NZ 
Theatre focus at L1? To get Excellence, there's a significant amount of steps to get 
through. 

ANON-
767U-
41BR-J 

The excellence criterion is too hard for level one and requires too many micro steps 
up. It is unrealistic to expect a L1 student to be able to enhance the context, let alone 
in a 2-3 minute performance. This is a tertiary level skill and would require and 
reworking of the text. The selection and refining of components to communicate the 
context would be enough. Students should not be expect to enhance the context- 
they can really only communicate ideas about the context created by the playwright. 
They can do this with differing degrees of insight but cannot build on/ extend/ change 
what the writer has created. 
 
The base verbs in the standard of Explore, Engage and Express work well and I can 
picture different learners working at these levels. 
 
is THROUGH manaakitanga the right word? There is no explanation of what the act 
of exploring through or engaging through or expressing through looks like. The 
concept of manaakitanga as being a function of Theatre Aotearoa works well- but 
isn't what it wanted is for students to recognise the ways in which theatre is an act of 
manaakitanga. 
is 'explores/engages/expression the manaakitanga/ function of Theatre Aotearoa a 
more accurate way of expressing the intention of this standard? Otherwise I for one 
need more clarification of what the 'through' will look like. 
 
It seems that I could say a lot more than 500 words in 2-3 minutes, so would be 
better off choosing this method to complete my reflection. Is this equitable? 
 
The task (1a) requirements for the reflection include 4 bullet points, one of which has 
4 parts to it. It is unreasonable to expect students to address these in 500 words. 
Students are only required to make links between the performance and the function 
and the community for M and E- the reflection task (1a) asks for more than this so is 
unfair. 

ANON-
767U-
4SVS-9 

amazing progress but a huge amount of PD needed to do this with integrity 

 
Is this Achievement Standard [1.2] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 
The standard is ready for piloting 5 0.53% 
The standard needs small amendments before piloting 9 0.95% 
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The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 3 0.32% 
The standard is unsuitable for piloting 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 933 98.11% 

 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 
The criteria are clear 6 0.63% 
The criteria need some clarification 7 0.74% 
The criteria need significant clarification 5 0.53% 
Not Answered 933 98.11% 

 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Conditions of Assessment provide sufficient 
and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 
Guidance is sufficient and clear 3 0.32% 
Further detail is needed in the guidance 14 1.47% 
Guidance is unclear 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 933 98.11% 

 
Could the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.2 be used or adapted in your local 
context? 
Option Total Percent 
I could use or adapt all 3 activities 9 0.95% 
I could use or adapt 1 or 2 activities 6 0.63% 
I could not use or adapt any of these activities 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 935 98.32% 

 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities exemplify how mātauranga Māori can be recognised 
and valued in assessment? (Do they demonstrate appropriate Māori contexts for 
assessment? Do they provide guidance and support for teachers and students to engage 
with mātauranga Māori in assessment?) 
Option Total Percent 
All 3 activities do this 11 1.16% 
1 or 2 of the activities do this 6 0.63% 
None of the activities do this 0 0.00% 
Not Answered 934 98.21% 

 
 
 
Do the Internal Assessment Activities for AS1.2 support the engagement, access, 
understanding and participation of all learners? 
Option Total Percent 
All 3 activities do this 8 0.84% 
1 or 2 of the activities do this 7 0.74% 
None of the activities do this 2 0.21% 
Not Answered 934 98.21% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.2] and its activities? For 
example, if you noted that the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria were unclear, which 
grade level in particular is problematic and why? If you have noticed problems in an 
Activity, which one was it? 
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ANON-
767U-
4ECB-Q 

We like that devising focuses on the whole process rather than just the outcome. We 
like the emphasis on group dynamics with students having to learn key skills to work 
effectively in a group environment. We liked the 5 checkmark reflections as a way to 
document learning. More structured templates on the type of evidence you would 
like teachers to provide, especially around external moderation practices is required. 

ANON-
767U-
4EE7-E 

There are major issues with this standard. First of the the logistics of gathering 
information within a devising process with 30+ student in a class. There could be up 
to 6 groups operating in different spaces and this AGAIN put in to question workload 
issues. 2-3 minutes for a devised piece is VERY short. It takes away the importance 
of the quality of the final piece. It also would be difficult for students to extend their 
main ideas as identified in the standard. In the event of a group working particularly 
well kotahitanga would they all receive an excellence. Does the teacher chose the 
groups or does the teacher get a say? Teachers who know their students really well 
or have taught them for multiple years would feel; confident allocating these grade. 
However a first year teacher would struggle. You are trying to promote kotahitanga 
and whanaungata however does the standard encourage to play up to the teacher 
when they are watching or force leadership. Process grade have been problematic 
in the past. Why are we going back to them? 

ANON-
767U-
4E44-T 

Again performance is not long enough. This is not fair on students who have 
researched, felt, worked on for 8 weeks to have 2-3min of success. 
Some very big words/concepts that 14 and 15 year olds would not understand. 
Concept like kotahitanga will need to be taught before it is then applied in a drama 
context. Who will be giving us the Professional development of these concepts and 
how to teach and apply them? 

ANON-
767U-
41F6-T 

Activity C was brief and the examples given in the Teacher Resources for a starting 
point did not have one that was independent of European perspective. The signing 
of the Treaty has Māori perspective but tied to a European process. I would suggest 
local legends and stories from tangata whenua. Activity A has this potential through 
visiting a local marae. 

ANON-
767U-
41QM-V 

Some of the conditions of assessment are very onerous - and administratively time 
consuming - the evidence of participation section: All this teacher documentation of 
process and student recorded conversations etc. will all need to be uploaded in 
some digital manner to be able to be moderated - I am not convinced that it is very 
practical. 
Again I am concerned about the time frames for the performance and feel that 2 - 3 
minutes is very short. 
In the task 2 activity - the emphasis on the reflection seems too weighted - 5 
reflections - why not rather 3 just after initial brainstorm/research and at middle and 
at end point? Again, I feel that we need to strive to keep the focus practical - it is the 
reason that students are selecting our subject. Yes, we NEED reflection but it needs 
to be additional to the practical maybe as a 25 to 30% component not 50/50. As 
Drama teachers we are continually fighting to keep our numbers going as increased 
subjects are offered, pathways pushed and parental pressure to choose the more 
'main stream' subjects - we must be careful that Drama does not become another 
English portfolio but keeps its active, practical focus. 

ANON-
767U-
41EF-9 

Similar to devising now 
Clarification around ‘Use’ for Achieved and then ‘Engage’ for Merit 
Achieved and Merit seem to be about process and then when you get to Excellence 
it mentions the devised performance 
Is this group marked or individual now – clarification needed around this? 
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We would need to amend the activities to appeal to our learners. These tend to 
focus on the experience of Maori and not all learners. 

ANON-
767U-
41JE-D 

How can we judge individual contributions of the devising process? 
Or is it a group mark? 
Concerns around method of collecting evidence- time/resources/skill level of 
students to reflect on drama components- logistics and comprehension? 
Concerns that requiring students lead with ideas to achieve excellence will impact 
the collaborative process. We need ideas to be accepted and developed too! 

ANON-
767U-
41FA-5 

Clarification around ‘Use’ for Achieved and then ‘Engage’ for Merit - 
Achieved and Merit seem to be about process and then when you get to Excellence 
it mentions the devised performance 
Change in shift from Merit to excellence – from whanaungatanga to Kotahitanga - 
two different concepts - clarification needed here. 
Is this group marked or individual now – clarification needed around this? 
2-3 mins for performance - this also seems short for a devised work of 10weeks 
exploration 

ANON-
767U-
41W2-7 

Similar to devising now 
Clarification around ‘Use’ for Achieved and then ‘Engage’ for Merit 
Achieved and Merit seem to be about process and then when you get to Excellence 
it mentions the devised performance 
Change in shift from Merit to excellence – from whanaungatanga to Kotahitanga - 
two different concepts? 
Is this group marked or individual now – clarification needed around this? Can we 
please get specifics around group size, length and topics that are NOT ok also. 

ANON-
767U-
418B-R 

Collation of work - students doing this - is that realistic?? 
What’s being assessed - process or end product 
Reflection of old standards and journaling 
The tikanga around merit to excellence - big shift 
Ach to merit - use to engage - more clarification needed 
Ach / merit more about process 
Exc more about performance 
2 to 3 min timeframe 
Editing is a skill - is this a skill Year 11s have to refine 
Teacher interviewing re process 
Each grade boundary two bullet points - how do you grade if working at different 
levels at each bullet point - clarification required to ensure the holistic approach to 
marking is clear. 

ANON-
767U-
417D-S 

1. This standard needs MUCH greater clarity about the duration of the piece. Again, 
2-3 mins is very poor. Currently my students devising work, typically create anything 
from 6 -15mins allowing time for the development of an idea and exploration of 
conventions. I am concerned this will result in strange devised pieces out of context 
or without a satisfying resolution. 
2. Workload for the teacher. Notes need to include HOW the teacher is going to do 
this. Feels like it was an idea by someone NOT in a classroom or maybe a drama 
class with only 10 studetns. 
3. The language must be clear. Is there difference between use, refine, engage? 
Surely this is the chance to lift the language to synthesis ideas or use the old "select, 
reject, refine". orbetter yet, "Justify the choice" The original 2002 Arts curriculum 
included an Action reflection cycle. Pop that in here. 
4. It is unclear if this is about process or product. 
5. Is this an individual mark or a group mark? How do we reduce the need for miles 
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of written information in a practical subject? 
6. Exemplars of work created in real situations, in busy schools, by overworked 
teachers need to be created. 
7. It's unclear how much teacher direction/input can be in this standard. 

ANON-
767U-
41MN-S 

The difference between contributing and negotiating at merit and excellence could 
become very subjective. I wonder if the words need more clarification eg. 
contributing (offering ideas) Negotiating (coming up with solutions along side others) 

ANON-
767U-
41MX-3 

Really inspiring activities. A difficulty could be if one member of the group 
contributes less to the kotahitanga yet still receives the same grade (or could they 
receive a different grade if attendance or engagement is at odds with the rest of the 
group)? 

ANON-
767U-
41M3-X 

This standard uses the devising process using aspects of whanaungatanga. Once 
again, there is a significant need for professional development among teachers to 
ensure that this and other concepts required by the standard can be delivered 
respectfully and with full understanding. 
The descriptions of outcomes for the standard do not appear to show clear step ups 
between Achieved, Merit and Excellence. For Excellence, students are required to 
'demonstrate kotahitanga by negotiating and extending ideas in a devising process'. 
yet this concept is not mentioned at the Achieved or Merit level. From my limited 
understanding, the concept of kotahitanga is very different to whanaungatanga and 
so I would need significant assistance to be able to help students to understand 
those differences. 
As in the 1.1 standard, there are significant limitations on being able to engage 
learners with their own strengths and interests, and so the flexibility of the current 
standards is lost. 
There appears to be an assumption that teachers will take on a far greater workload 
in this standard (annotations of teacher observation of the student’s participation in 
creative strategies in the devising process entail a significant and ongoing workload) 
and there is little information provided about how this information should be collated 
and submitted. 
Once again, the suggestion that a performance should be 2-3 minutes places 
significant strain on both teachers and learners and suggests that the main focus of 
the standard is the process and not the outcome of the devising work. 
The activities for the standard suggest that students should 'Talk about how you feel 
your group used collaborative practices such as whanaungatanga and 
manaakitanga' which feels added on to the process, rather than an integral part of it. 
For me, there seems to be a sense of tokenism about the performance aspects of 
the standard as well as the concepts being used to deliver it. 

ANON-
767U-
4EJ4-G 

The difference between whanaungatanga at A and M and then kotahitanga at E 
needs more help at explaining these concepts and how kotahitanga is an extension 
of whanaungatanga. 
 
ABSOLUTELY SHOULD BE PERFORMED WITH AN AUDIENCE(if covid comes 
along then exemptions should be made - but it should not be in the CoA! AT ALL 
EVER - it is Drama and performance is part of that even if only to their own class! 
The 2-3min time frame is too short if it is a group piece of 3 - 5 persons. It should 
have a minimum and max times - ie 3 - 10 minutes( or even 8 mins) (dependent on 
numbers) I get that condensed is better than waffle but at Level 1 they are still 
learning, most of them, how to do this condensing! 
I like the written oral limitations - and variety of ways of doing it but this variety is 
already present now. Good to keep this. 
I like that the assessment focuses on process + performance + reflection - although 
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could be tricky to assess but does give ability to assess individuals in a group. Need 
a good mode of record keeping for this to back up decisions. 
the activities give a variety ways into this standard. Some seem quite high level as I 
do place based and stories with Level 2 and 3 but I guess this gives flexibility for 
individual schools and their akonga. 

ANON-
767U-
41BA-1 

This is a great deal about team building - drama teachers are not equipped to do 
this. 
Needs to look at coherence at Merit level and coherence and convincing at 
Excellence. 
Is it an individual grade or group? Make this explicit. 

ANON-
767U-
41TQ-3 

Assessing the process with no reference to the product is a nightmare for teachers 
and students. Feasibly, I could ensure all my students gain excellence by structuring 
the making process so everyone contributes and idea and has their idea refined in 
the process. This need to have your idea make it to get Excellence undermines a 
collaborative creative process where we need people to accept and develop ideas, 
not just offer them. Not having criteria to evaluate the quality of the devised work 
means we could end up with Excellence in a great partnership but the product may 
not have any merits. A lot more clarification needed. 

ANON-
767U-
41BR-J 

The terms creative strategies, devising process and collaborative practices are all 
used across the standard and task and this will be confusing for teachers and 
students. Are the different? interchangeable? In what ways are these different? How 
are creative strategies different from the devising process. there is a definition of 
creative strategies but no examples- i.e. is a creative strategy not losing your temper 
in a group discussion? Or does it mean selecting 1 freeze frame rather than using all 
4 that you created? 
 
It is reasonable to have teachers and students collect/ give evidence of their 
participation and involvement in the devising process and the concepts of 
whanaungatanga and kotahitanga fit really well with this standard. However, 5 
checkpoints is too much evidence to collect and in the task the number of points that 
students have to cover off in each reflection will well exceed the word/time limits 
given- even if students are really concise which often they are not. 3 would be much 
more reasonable- or even ONE would be sufficient. This kind of ongoing logging of 
evidence of the process was removed from unit and achievement standard as it was 
unwieldy and actually disrupted the creative process. 
 
Bullet point one in the achieved criterion is passive in voice. Would using elements 
and conventions be better wording? 
 
a 2-3 minute performance is too short. I know that you can often watch 2-3 minutes 
worth of work as an assessor and gain a feel for the quality of the work, but it is 
really hard to create an effective piece of that length. Long is not always great either- 
but 5-6 mins at level one allows for a greater range of roles and development of 
tension and mood- especially as they are less skilful at this level that at level 2 or 3. 
 
Why is there such emphasis on the drama having a title? This is an insignificant 
aspect of a drama. A purpose, message or intention is much more important. 

 
Is this Achievement Standard [1.3] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 
The standard is ready for piloting 3 0.32% 
The standard needs small amendments before piloting 7 0.74% 
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The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 10 1.05% 
The standard is unsuitable for piloting 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 930 97.79% 

 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 
The criteria are clear 7 0.74% 
The criteria need some clarification 13 1.37% 
The criteria need significant clarification 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 930 97.79% 

 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Proposed Assessment Approach provide 
sufficient and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 
Guidance is sufficient and clear 4 0.42% 
Guidance is insufficient 16 1.68% 
Guidance is unclear 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 930 97.79% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.3]? For instance, do you 
think the Proposed Assessment Approach will be capable of supporting fair and equitable 
assessment? 

ANON-
767U-
4EV5-W 

Having this standard externally marked is a huge concern. Filming qualities are not 
on par for each school and this will be at the detriment of schools that can not afford 
or are ill equipped with filming equipment. Having this marked externall is not fair or 
equitable. We do not teach students to act for film. Live theatre has a completly 
different feel, atmosphere and experiance for an audience compared to a filmed 
version of the performance. You can not assess the student fairly on their use of 
facial expression, body, movement and voice if the camera can not pick this up 
effectively. This seriously needs to be changed to an internally assessed standard 
before schools pilot this in 2022. 

ANON-
767U-
4ECB-Q 

We would like some clarifications around this standard as the skills (as seen on the 
marking schedule) required for Level 1 are currently the skills required for the 
current Level 2 production standard. Is this right? 

ANON-
767U-
4EE7-E 

The issue with this standard lies in the fact t5hat this is an external. How would 
something like Shakespeare or Greek theatre be mark against the use of the 
techniques in a fair and equitable way with a realist performance? The ability to 
provide video footage of 2-3 minute of each individual student will take a lot of time 
and specialist gear. This is hugely problematic in a big cast performance. Teachers 
with large classes could have issue with this. This will also be MASSIVE for 
workload issues and some teacher/ school do not have the appropriate equipment 
or skills to use them. The issue with this task lies not in the task itself but in the 
preparation for its marking 

ANON-
767U-
4ETK-H 

Equitable - resourcing. 
 
Do all schools have the means to successfully collect and collate the data required 
for sending? e.g. Wireless network in my new Drama space is not up to speed and 
my students are frequently waiting to access google classroom/ system. 
 
Workload - current moderation system of uploading videos to NZQA is inequitable ( 
2 hours to load one video) and unmanageable. Can you implement dropbox OR 
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youtube or a FASTER system? What are the expectations for identifying a student? 
(Learner A v's student named). Individual videos per stduents OR a group one 
suffice? 
 
Live assessment v's videoed assessment. Do we teach tamariki screen acting 
techniques to enable a better grade. Can we move the lens of the camera to really 
apture facial expressions? Equitable - low decile school, poorly resourced, high- 
decile professionally recorded. 
 
Could the examiners INSTEAD tour Aotearoa and assess live performances? OR 
Drama NZ branches support the assessment load? 

ANON-
767U-
4E44-T 

Merit- "convey"- what does this word mean? 
No parity between scenes from a play and acting in a whole play (production). The 
difference between sustaining a role for 2-3min and 40min is huge. 
Will this be filmed and then sent away? If so this is not live theatre. Will we be 
teaching film techniques instead? 
Stage lighting effect facial expressions on film. This will affect the student. How will 
this be taken into consideration. What about film quality? How will this be fair 
between schools? 

ANON-
767U-
4168-C 

Very concerned about the level of texts mentioned particularly in terms of Greek 
Theatre. These are way over the heads of the majority of Level 1's I have taught. 
Some of the texts mentioned are use at L3 and Scholarship level. 

ANON-
767U-
41F6-T 

At it's core it is fine but with little associated activities or context it is far to broad. 
This is problematic for something that will be externally assessed. There are 
concerns about the length of time uploading video evidence of performance. There 
are also legal concerns around uploading and digitally sharing scenes, particularly if 
they come from the same play 

ANON-
767U-
41QM-V 

There are a lot of gaps with this assessment - there are no times given and no 
conditions of assessment. I am also saddened to see that there is no opportunity 
here to explore other material for performance work - it specifically needs to be a 
role - which indicates a script. And in 1.1 a script is also what will be the obvious 
choice. At level 1 I like to let the learners explore other text forms - like poetry for 
example, where they can take a poem and then add to it, flesh it out, insert dramatic 
explorations in order to create a performance from something other than a script. I 
therefore find this phrasing 'perform a scripted role' quite restrictive. I am not 
convinced that this standard needs to change from its former apply drama 
techniques which then allowed for various forms of text to be explored in order to 
vary the texts types over the years. 

ANON-
767U-
41EF-9 

Teaching drama form through this standard seems more work than is necessary as 
drama convention or features is not the focus of the standard. It is the current 1.1 
standard by another name. 
Workload huge for teachers compiling all submissions for every student plus the 1.4 
submission 
You can perform for a teacher – or a full on audience, concerns around huge variety 
submitted – potentially school productions to a student doing a short piece of text by 
themselves. What is the expectation? 
“A script could be an existing script or a devised work that has resulted in a written 
script. It could include excerpts, thematic approaches, full-length plays, or a 
selection of linked scenes.” – concerns around depth of work/variety of work across 
the country 
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ANON-
767U-
41JE-D 

No Conditions given. Will these come? 
Time limit/ guidelines? 
How assessed - every student to submit video of performance??? Logistic of 
marking, identifying students. Or more like Visual Art where teachers submit a 
sample of graded work? 
Any written evidence required? 
 
If full length class play - will examiners watch play in entirety? 
 
Video performance, equity in video quality? How will this be recorded fairly? 
Teacher directed or student directed? How are we keeping it equitable? 
 
Assessment: Perform / Convey / Embody seems very vague. 
Currently 1.1 A: Apply / M: skillful/ E: Effective 

ANON-
767U-
41FA-5 

 
Concerns around: 
Workload for teachers compiling all submissions for every student plus the 1.4 
submission 
You can perform for a single teacher – or a full on audience, concerns around huge 
variety submitted and equity– potentially school productions to a student doing a 
short piece of text by themselves -speech and drama style? – is there potential for 
cross over – eg: I did trinity college level … so I could claim prior knowledge for this? 
and also work one on one with a speech and drama teacher as well as own teacher 
to show techniques 
“A script could be an existing script or a devised work that has resulted in a written 
script. It could include excerpts, thematic approaches, full-length plays, or a 
selection of linked scenes.” – concerns around depth of work/variety of work across 
the country 
Questions of how much could be teacher directed and how would this throw up 
inequity – with drama resources eg large class sizes and time spent with each 
student. Some teachers working with multiple class levels and also large classes of 
30+ 
gathering of this portfolio of evidence is an issue - there needs to be resources eg - 
networks of storing videos of each student - 

ANON-
767U-
41W2-7 

This could be using theatre form – commedia, melodrama etc but still techniques- 
why has theatre form taken such a back seat when previously a big part of our 
drama curriculum? This could result in quite a narrow curriculum focus- some may 
never branch out? 
Concerns around: 
Workload for teachers compiling all submissions for every student plus the 1.4 
submission 
You can perform for a teacher – or a full on audience, concerns around huge variety 
submitted – potentially school productions to a student doing a short piece of text by 
themselves -speech and drama style? – is there potential for cross over – eg: I did 
trinity college level … so I could claim prior knowledge for this? 
“A script could be an existing script or a devised work that has resulted in a written 
script. It could include excerpts, thematic approaches, full-length plays, or a 
selection of linked scenes.” – concerns around depth of work/variety of work across 
the country 
Questions of how much could be teacher directed and how would this throw up 
inequity – with drama resources eg large class sizes and time spent with each 
student. Some teachers working with multiple class levels and also large classes of 
30+ 
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ANON-
767U-
418B-R 

Time and amount of work for a student needs to be clarified. Is it still appropriate to 
be doing a full group production or is that too much for year 11? Will be great 
variation of what is offered. How to make sure there is some consistency of 
expectation for workload? Could this standard be passed by two students 
performing a scene in say Shelia Wynn? Would this be seen as enough? Worry that 
some schools will not be able to record work well which could affect the fairness and 
consistency of marking off recordings. More clarity around time and expectation 
really needed. 

ANON-
767U-
417D-S 

1. WHY is there two externals for a practical, on your feet subject? Squishing this 
into a global model has not put students at the centre of the decision. It seems like a 
bid to show that drama has rigour - but there are better ways of doing this. 
2. There needs greater clarification of what old standards fit into this .... 1.1.,1.4, 
1.6?? can we do theatreform here? Or is this signalling to move away from that 
model of theatre practise? 
3. As with the other standards, is this group or individual? 
4. It is noted that this will be done mid-term 3 - that's really early. 
5. HOW HOW HOW will this be done and by whom? Many students have enough 
trouble accessing the school ONeNote or similar - how is MoE ensuring this doesn't 
become a teacher strain? 
6. Equity issues around video equipment, editing software, student/teacher 
capability. (Personally not an issue for me - but I know some it will be) And CAn the 
piece be edited? 
7. Is the work teacher-directed or student directed? 
8. Can group performance be submitted? Eg. like music group performance 
currently - just noting student A B C etc? 
9. WHO is going to mark these? When will marks come back? How will they be 
moderated? How will an external marker have the support information they need eg. 
student away with glandular fever who performs on the day something significant 
has happened in their life and teacher judgement would have in the past come into 
play. 

ANON-
767U-
41MN-S 

I think it is great that this standard is one of the externals as these are the sorts of 
assessments that teachers struggle not to be biased in as they ahve watched their 
students develop and perform, usually to an audience which gives such an 
overwhelming sense of pride that this is then hard to go back an place a grade 
against. 

ANON-
767U-
41MX-3 

I think this standard is better suited to internal assessment as the nuances of 
techniques are more often able to be perceived live. 

ANON-
767U-
41M3-X 

No - the proposed assessment approach, based on the standard and other 
published information will lead to more inequity and higher teacher load than is 
currently the case. 
While I accept that the standard is attempting to give more scope to students to 
engage with external assessment in different ways, there are too many factors in 
this approach that will mean that students can be severely disadvantaged. 
There is not enough clarity about the type of evidence that will need to be submitted 
for this standard, beyond the fact that the performance 'will need to be recorded for 
assessment' 
The act of recording the performance immediately creates inequity in the 
technology, skills and time available to support students. Since 'An audience can 
include: a teacher' this removes the necessity to have a live audience that the 
performers can interact with purposefully, and removes the unique factor about live 
performance, which is the connection with, and impact on, the audience. 
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I can accept that this is designed to support students for whom performing to a live 
audience can be challenging, but this then begs the questions, why have a 
performance standard at all? This standard again seems to be diluting / removing 
the very thing that makes Drama attractive to students. 
Much more clarification is needed about whether the performance can be student or 
teacher directed, which again will lead to inequity. There will already be inequity of 
resources to support a performance in terms of space, technology etc and so the 
whole standard is rife with inequality. 
The amount of evidence required is also unclear and so the teacher and student 
workload cannot yet be quantified. I suspect that the teacher workload would 
increase enormously and further, but a great deal more information and clarification 
about the requirements of this standard is needed 

ANON-
767U-
4EJ4-G 

A performance needs an audience, this is the whole nature of drama is the 
interrelationship with the audience, no audience makes no sense, just a teacher is 
not enough! As before - if there are difficult times then ask for an exemption. 
Progression is clear. 
The amount of videoing needed for each student - this can be so dependent on 
equipment and the type of show, sometimes I record and audience are in the way 
and I remember having seen the piece what they were actually doing. Or some 
chorus or groups may be too difficult to show and to have a 3min unedited piece for 
each student would potentially too hard to do or too much work to hand in as an 
external. 
Does the student have to provide a statement of intent? What is the written work 
needed here? More guidance, some has been implied on the DR outlines. 
 
I wonder if this could be submitted in Term 3 Wk 5 if it was done and ready by then 
and then swapped with 1.4 which could be handed in at the EOY external time? 
Could both standards be submitted at the EOY external time (or earlier if ready - 
time of choice by teacher/school) 

ANON-
767U-
41BA-1 

This combines old standards 90006 and 90009. 
This is problematic. 
Students are assessed on their use of Drama techniques (or the actors tools). They 
will be directed in this performance. If a student is directed to stay still when they 
deliver a monologue – but the external examiner thinks this is ‘bad’ use of space the 
student will be marked down. But they were doing what their director told them to do. 
If the teacher is new to directing – or does not direct well – this will affect the student 
grades. 
A good director will bring layers of meaning and help the students use their 
techniques well. An inexperienced director will not do this. This is unfair and not 
equitable to the students. 
Assess techniques OR production role. Not both. And do not assess techniques if a 
student can be directed – they can be punished for their teacher’s choices. 
If schools do not have access to good cameras and good mics then the recording 
will be substandard. What the camera and microphones pick up will not necessarily 
be what was seen by the audience. 
The camera position will need to be far enough away to catch the whole body of the 
actor – but this will reduce ability to see facial expressions clearly. 
Also – I love to mix up staging types to give my students experience to different 
types of theatre. Needing to send in a video performance means I will be limited to 
end-on performances. Because theatre set up any other way is simply too difficult to 
record. 
This standards has a disconnect to te Ao Maori. Also – what is the big idea in the 
Matrix which comes in line with this assessment? 
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ANON-
767U-
41BR-J 

The single bullet point in the ENs for these criteria is much easier to mark than the 
double bullet points required in the internals. 
 
EN1 for 'embody ' has no reference to the quality of the use of techniques, where A 
ad M do. 'Embody' and 'convincing' relate better to realistic performances that multi-
roleing or stylised performances. 
 
Where are the connections to Te ao Māori in this standard that are so prominent in 
the internals? This is just a rehash of 1.4. 
 
It would be useful to have an idea of how substantial the role needs to be i.e. 
expected 'stage time' for each student. 
 
Will there be an externally set 'task' for standard requiring written/ reflection work? 
The internals require a substantial amount of reflection as part of their 5 credits. 
When would this be available to teachers and students? 
 
The external dates indicated on the course out line will have a major impact on 
course planning and schools we will need this well ahead of time. 
 
Filming this for external assessment and then uploading the evidence will be 
challenging as it is now for external moderation. identifying a class of 28 will be very 
time consuming. I am concerned that we will be asked to mark this 'external' and 
only submit a sample for moderation- thus undoing the promised reduction in 
workload. 
 
Often a sole teacher has to film and run LX and sound etc- we will need assistance 
to film class productions well . This is more likely to result in students performing 
scenes to enable equity of role and easier to upload and manage filming for 
teachers. This is a shame as class productions develop that sense of 
whanaungatanga and kotahitanga assessed in 1.2. 

ANON-
767U-
4SVS-9 

After a long conversation with theatre practioner  I do not feel this 
Standard will support fair and equitable assessment due to the requirement for 
script. This will preclude numerous indigenous theatre practices as well as many 
Western theatre practices such as Commedia del arte, Playback theatre, Immersion 
theatre, Long form Improvisation. These new Standards should be opening things 
up. Take out the need for script and let it be optional. Many will still take this option 
but so much better if our young people can also capitalise on a local opportunity that 
involves the aforementioned theatre styles. 

 
Is this Achievement Standard [1.4] ready for piloting? 
Option Total Percent 
The standard is ready for piloting 3 0.32% 
The standard needs small amendments before piloting 6 0.63% 
The standard needs significant amendments before piloting 10 1.05% 
The standard is unsuitable for piloting 0 0.00% 
Not Answered 932 98.00% 

 
Are the Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria clear enough to support consistent 
assessment judgments? 
Option Total Percent 
The criteria are clear 4 0.42% 
The criteria need some clarification 9 0.95% 
The criteria need significant clarification 6 0.63% 

9(2)(a)
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Not Answered 932 98.00% 
 
Does the unpacking of the Standard and the Proposed Assessment Approach provide 
sufficient and clear guidance on the use of the standard? 
Option Total Percent 
Guidance is insufficient 12 1.26% 
Guidance is sufficient and clear 3 0.32% 
Guidance is unclear 4 0.42% 
Not Answered 932 98.00% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on [Achievement Standard 1.4]? For instance, do you 
think the Proposed Assessment Approach will be capable of supporting fair and equitable 
assessment? 

ANON-
767U-
4ECB-Q 

More clarification on the term wairuatanga is required. 

ANON-
767U-
4EE7-E 

The main problem with this is the gathering of information for this portfolio will 
AGAIN cause major workload issues. Are students expected to just gather this 
information? This could be massive?? What is the word limit? Who is going to mark 
this and how will you make sue that this is standardised? Will your system be able to 
support the variety of learning management systems that will be used to gather this 
information (especially audio and video files MP3 MP4, Mac, Android ). Would a 
student be disadvantaged if they wrote this as a report? The issues with this 
standard will become apparent in the piolet. 

ANON-
767U-
4E44-T 

The words used in the marking schedule are too sophisticated for Level 1. Justify 
and Analyze are too sophisticated. This doesn't match the current level students are 
working at. 
Why does this need to be done in Term 3? Why not the start of Term 4? 
The work load in Term 3 seems very heavy. 
With a massive variety of how this can be taught and the way it is presented how will 
this be marked? It seems very subjective. 

ANON-
767U-
4168-C 

As a teacher you use professional judgement to know how much of the evidence 
collected over time (e.g. a year) is the student's own authentic work. As an external 
marker, how can you know this? What are the guidelines on giving feedback for 
teachers? Are there certain conditions? How many times can a student come back 
for formative feedback before the work is final? Motivation of the student and getting 
the work done is going to be interested. When a standard is completed practically, 
the completion of the evidence needs to be timely. To go back and revisit something 
in order to have the evidence complete can lose relevance and student motivation. 

ANON-
767U-
41F6-T 

Far to brief and little in the way of guidance. Open to a broad range of 
interpretations and this is concerning with an externally graded assessment. While 
the criteria are clear it is tricky to visualise what this looks like in reality. 

ANON-
767U-
41QM-V 

My greatest concern with this standard is that the 'standard' and 'unpacking' do not 
seem to correlate to the drama course outline 1 - the AS seems to refer to 
responding to just ONE performance - much like the LIVE external but the course 
outline shows a very different thing. Significant clarity is needed on what this 
'portfolio' would look like. I wonder too how much thought has been given to the man 
power needed to mark both 1.4 and 1.3 . I would also like to see the dates being 
more flexible. I for example have only just taken my students to a good piece of live 
professional theatre now and so the date suggested in the documents would be 
difficult to achieve given that we are about to enter mock exams etc. It could be 
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pretty daunting trying to mark these if there is not some sense of comparing apples 
with apples here. I think it perhaps needs to be more prescriptive in things like - 
respond to professional work and then respond to own work and respond to work of 
others in your class/ school? Just thinking that everyone doing different versions of 
all of these could be a standardizing nightmare! 

ANON-
767U-
41EF-9 

“This standard will likely be assessed via a digital portfolio submitted around the 
middle of Term 3” This seems a huge workload issue. Why not a written exam? 
Where is the academic rigour in our subject now? It feels like expectations have 
dramatically lowered. Major issues with this standard. 
How will this stack up with other subjects and exams – in terms of UE eventually and 
also getting into universities – will they recognise this as a valid method of 
assessment? 
Concerns that the drama matrix level 6 says “understand that the experience of live 
drama performance is reciprocal between the drama and the audience.” Yet no 
where does this say ‘live’ theatre in this standard 
How and will subject endorsement be obtained? 
Concerns for access to theatre – and the quality – city schools accessing 
professional live theatre as opposed to rural and being able to use your own 
performances – so some students potentially may never see live theatre outside 
their school – can also be digital live theatre such as National theatre, red leap, 
massive company? Do we want students ONLY to respond to theatre that they 
create? 

ANON-
767U-
41JE-D 

Can we use a video of live performance? 
What are the conditions? 
Will Education Packs be regurgitated? 
How will equity issues be managed? 
Are we asking too much at Level 1 for excellence? 

ANON-
767U-
41FA-5 

Concerns around the variety and workload - what this will look like for teachers- 
gathering of evidence into a portfolio of work for every individual student in your 
class. Also both externals are gathered, recorded by the teacher for each individual 
student in your class. Some teachers may do a theoretical essay type review – 
written, some may do oral presentations – all valid – but equity? 
Concerns that the drama matrix level 6 says “understand that the experience of live 
drama performance is reciprocal between the drama and the audience.” Yet no 
where does this say ‘live’ theatre in this standard 
How and will subject endorsement be obtained? 
How will this stack up with other subjects and exams – in terms of UE eventually and 
also getting into universities – will they recognise this as a valid method of 
assessment? 
Concerns for access to theatre – and the quality – city schools accessing 
professional live theatre as opposed to rural and being able to use your own 
performances – so some students potentially may never see live theatre outside 
their school – can it also be digital live theatre such as National theatre, red leap, 
massive company? 

ANON-
767U-
41W2-7 

Concerns around the variety and workload - what this will look like for teachers- 
gathering of evidence into a portfolio of work for every individual student in your 
class. Also both externals are gathered, recorded by the teacher for each individual 
student in your class. Some teachers may do a theoretical essay type review – 
written, some may do oral presentations – all valid – but equity? 
Concerns that the drama matrix level 6 says “understand that the experience of live 
drama performance is reciprocal between the drama and the audience.” Yet no 
where does this say ‘live’ theatre in this standard 
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How and will subject endorsement be obtained? 
How will this stack up with other subjects and exams – in terms of UE eventually and 
also getting into universities – will they recognise this as a valid method of 
assessment? 
Concerns for access to theatre – and the quality – city schools accessing 
professional live theatre as opposed to rural and being able to use your own 
performances – so some students potentially may never see live theatre outside 
their school – can also be digital live theatre such as National theatre, red leap, 
massive company? 
Another concern is that this standard has the potential to have much variation 
between schools, depending on how teacher-driven responses become as has 
potential for some teachers to intervene/craft student responses. Also the issue of 
collating, where ppt/visuals/ video collation/editing takes longer than the actual 
'performance'- also messy as requires at times groups to work together for individual 
grades- time requirements for submission also extremely short, given body of work 
being covered. Seems like a huge workload for something that may not even be 
seen on au par with other external submissions. Also very dependent on quality of 
performance watched/ in school- if COVID again, can online videos be used? 

ANON-
767U-
418B-R 

Concern of equity for students and the ability to program in trips to see theatre that 
suit a local calendar and the access. Rural areas need to be considered. Timing of 
portfolio might need to change. Later in the year? Equity of cost of buying in filmed 
versions with education packs. Filmed versions do not allow students to realistically 
and truthfully experience mood and the collaborative response of audience. Can 
there be some funding from government to support the attendance of theatre and 
create equity. Bring the students to the performers and their places of work rather 
than putting so much funding in to bringing artists into schools. Start to create a 
strong culture of being an audience and experiencing performance as it is meant to 
be. Subsidise and support rural areas to travel to work 

ANON-
767U-
417D-S 

1. Resourcing is going to be fine for those who can afford and access it. Where's the 
equity? 
2. Will this be live or recorded performance? 
3. How many performances will students have to see? 
4. Are these responses genuine - or will it be a case of see it, then the teacher 
"teaches the standard"? (Which has equity issues for BTs) 
5. This is a non-doing standard. The beauty of the exam was that students could opt 
out but still have wonderful practical tasks to attend to. 
6. Students are doing the ABOUT and not the learning THROUGH DOING> 
6. HOW will this be a portfolio? What will it look like? 

ANON-
767U-
41MN-S 

The explanatory notes are very clear in articulating what an assessor would be 
looking for in an achieved, merit and excellence. 
Allowing students to respond to a performnce they have been in is a great step at 
making the respond to a performance skill, more relevant. 
i love the idea that a student could perform during the year, and keep a portfolio of 
information alongside their rehearsal that could then be submitted as en external. 
Some clarification around whether the digital portfolio would give an opportunity for 
videioed interviews and discussions as well as or instead of written responses 

ANON-
767U-
41MX-3 

I am a bit concerned about the quality of performance that students will be exposed 
to with regard to the depth of connections and insights that can be made from that 
performance. Wairuatanga is a concept that will need to be explored and articulated 
- and while I am sure wairuatanga can be justified in any context there will be some 
performances that convey a more poignant/tangible wairuatanga for our ākonga. 
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ANON-
767U-
41M3-X 

No, the proposed assessment approach will continue to support inequity among 
students and teachers. 
The Achieved, Merit and Excellence criteria require students to consider the 
experience of wairuatanga - this concept with need considerable professional 
development for teachers to be able to deliver this learning respectfully and 
supportively. 
The standard also does not provide clarity on the type of performance that students 
can respond to. There is already inequity across Aotearoa with respect to access to 
high quality drama performance and it is entirely possible that this proposed 
standard would make this inequity even more pronounced. 
The ability to respond in different ways is helpful for learners, but there is no 
information on how this may support learners to develop the skills that Tertiary 
providers and / or employers may wish to see. 
Assessing via a digital portfolio could allow students to develop work over time, but 
may also increase teacher workload exponentially. There is also no information 
available on how portfolios could be marked, leading to a vast range of different 
approaches from different schools. 
Much more clarification on the number and type of submissions is necessary. 
Overall, this seems to be an attempt to replace an end of year exam with activities 
that may not provide the same rigour as the exam. 
This standard appears to require written or recorded response and the range of 
performance that students respond to will have a massive impact on the final 
outcome. This type of inequity could make the current situation worse. 

ANON-
767U-
4EJ4-G 

There are some positives with this standard in that it can run alongside your other 
work and become part of that. 
I worry that with no external written theory exam that Drama will lose other people's 
views as to it's academic rigour and not be seen as a valid UE subject. 
I see the process that is laid out in the Outlines to be good but could easily lead up 
to an external exam/ or could it be done either as a digital platform or the EOY 
exam. 
I also wonder if the hand in dates could be negotiated - either both at EOY; or one or 
the other in Term 3 Wk 5. Each school would just need to add what they want at the 
beginning of the year but if they do not do this then the default setting could apply. 
 
I like that students look at the reciprocal nature of performance and audience. So 
why is this relationship allowed to NOT happen in the performing standards if they 
so choose or the teacher so chooses? 
Training needed to upskill teachers to be able to guide students about the right way 
to create their digital portfolio. 
Will universities accept that this way of working is valid as a UE subject? 
More guidance beyond the DR outlines needed. 
How will these be marked? By teachers like the MCAT for Maths, unpaid/ or like 
ART portfolio where they mark them and send a few at each grade level off to be 
checked before the marks are given out? - NO way - this would not reduce 
workload! 

ANON-
767U-
41BA-1 

Timing will need to be looked into. Mid Term 3 will need to have students viewing 
productions in Term 1 and 2. This means frontloading teaching and learning. 
Can this be a filmed performance? I am in a rural school - it costs $1800 for a bus to 
Auckland to see quality theatre that my Department has to pay for. 
How many pieces do the students have to discuss? 

ANON-
767U-
41BR-J 

The single bullet point in the ENs for these criteria is much easier to mark than the 
double bullet points required in the internals. 
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EN1 for excellence has 'context appear out of the blue. How context is linked the 
this criterion needs to be made much clearer as it is a step up to E. I think the 
reduction in bullet points from 3 to 2 to 1 in EN 1 makes the M and E criteria harder 
to understand. I can see that part of the purpose is to show that M and E answers 
are about making connections between the 3 components established in A. 
However the link to context and quality of thinking about this is unclear. 
 
Allow a portfolio will allow for a great range of modes of response BUT will 
disadvantage some less digitally savvy students. the limit of 600 words is also 
problematic depending on what is required by the tas 9assuming there will be one?) 
 
Uploading portfolios will be a big job for teachers and a sharepoint type link does not 
always work. Can the NZQA digital platform cope. 
 
Will there be an externally set 'task'. When would this be available to teachers and 
students? 
the course outline examples seem to include reflections on learning that creep 
beyond this standard. 
The unpacking and course outline suggest 'a' performance- that is ONE singular. 
This is good. 
 
The external dates indicated on the course out line will have a major impact on 
course planning and schools will need these dates well ahead of time. 
 
Again I am concerned that we will be asked to mark this 'external' and only submit a 
sample for moderation- thus undoing the promised reduction in workload. 

ANON-
767U-
4S1J-U 

Covid or situations like it are here for the long haul. Students should not be required 
to preform live for assessment nor view live theatre. Everything needs to be possible 
remotely. It would be naive if not neglectful of us to do otherwise. 
We also need to factor that many schools are a long way away from live theatre 
opportunities while we in Wellington can walk to 4 major theatres. Making it a 
requirement to see live theatre is not fair and equitable. 

 
Do the four Achievement Standards as a group credential the most important knowledge 
and/or skills for this subject as illustrated by the Learning Matrix? 
Option Total Percent 
Yes 11 1.16% 
Some gaps 9 0.95% 
Large gaps 3 0.32% 
They cover the wrong knowledge and/or skills 1 0.11% 
Not Answered 927 97.48% 

 
Do the Achievement Standards support ākonga Māori to succeed as Māori? (select all that 
apply) (Do the Standards value mātauranga Māori? Do they place the learner at the centre?) 
Option Total Percent 
1.1 does this 2 0.21% 
1.2 does this 7 0.74% 
1.3 does this 0 0.00% 
1.4 does this 1 0.11% 
All standards do this 17 1.79% 
None of the standards do this 0 0.00% 
Not Answered 927 97.48% 
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Are the Achievement Standards appropriate to Level 6 of the curriculum? (Approximately 
Year 11) 
Option Total Percent 
Yes 7 0.74% 
They are too challenging 5 0.53% 
They are not challenging enough 0 0.00% 
They are a mix of too challenging and too easy 12 1.26% 
Not Answered 927 97.48% 

 
Do you have any further feedback on the Achievement Standards? If you noted that there is 
important knowledge and/or skills missing, please detail that here. 

ANON-
767U-
4E1C-6 

It is important that theatre form outside of NZ is explored, when limited to NZ only 
texts students aren't able to explore contexts outside of NZ. 
 
The response to live theatre exam is also reliant on students being able to attend 
theatre, will there be ample ability for students to attend theatre if they are based in 
small regions? 

ANON-
767U-
4EMY-R 

The length given for performance times is far too short to allow for what the standard 
requires. If manaakitanga requires them to be aware of how theatre can transform 
society, how can they achieve anything like that in 2-3 minutes. This is a terrible mix 
of too challenging in terms of what they need to aspire to do, and not challenging 
enough in terms of time. 

ANON-
767U-
4E44-T 

They are too theoretical and concept driven. Teenagers will struggle with the 
concepts and how to show this. Where is the consideration for low literacy students? 
Students take Drama as it is a performance based subject, not an 'academic' 
subject. The current programme will disengage students. 
Language used in the assessment/ unpacking of standards for students isn't aimed 
at their age group. Teachers will be spending time teaching the language before the 
content. 
Term 3 teacher work load is too high. What happens in Term 4? 

ANON-
767U-
41QM-V 

1.2 and 1.4 seems to have a lot of reflective type work involved which favours the 
academically strong student and the assessment standard of 1.4 does not match the 
details and various specifics given in the teaching guide 1 - as it stands as a 
standard it seems very little to do for 5 credits - if you just take one production and do 
a digital portfolio on it. But the teaching guide talks about an ongoing reflection on 
various performance work of both own and others, professional and class work. They 
do not seem to be speaking to eachother. 

ANON-
767U-
413G-R 

I am deeply concerned about the lack of clarity around how the 'external' 
assessments will be administered, marked, collated. Currently the impression we are 
given is that two assessments will need to sent for marking in a way comparable to 
moderation. For us that involves 60 Y11 students, video files, portfolios of supporting 
evidence. Once this is in place for all three year levels, it would mean that the 24 
samples we send away each year for moderation, would be replaced by 
approximately 250 'samples', on top of moderation of the internal standards. This is a 
significant increase in workload for teaching staff and markers. We need clarity about 
the process for this and detailed specifics about what is expected to be sent to an 
external marker. 

ANON-
767U-
41J5-W 

It is unclear how long the performances should be, is it 2-3 minutes per group or per 
student? The amount of reflection and written work for a 2-3 minute performance is 
overwhelming especially for NCEA Level 1 - the reflections are just as long as the 
performance itself and it is very hard to develop, enhance, and refine such a short 
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piece to the level that is asked. 
Many drama teachers do not get the opportunity to scaffold the learning in time for 
students to be at the level needed for these assessments (I feel as though some of 
the work would be great for Level 2 or 3). 
Although reflecting and researching is an important part of drama, I can see these 
assessments 'killing' the subject as most students want to spend their time in Level 1 
performing and devising before we delve into the subject in more depth at later 
levels. To me it feels like 70% written/research work and 30% performance, and 
these assessments are very similar to what they do in their English classes. 
Overall, I think there needs to be more clarity around performance time (it should be 
longer than 2-3 minutes overall) and less written/research work for these 
assessments so students can experience using drama 
techniques/improvisation/collaborating/ performing/building confidence. Even though 
there is an option for teachers to record their development over the assessment, that 
is an incredible amount of recording, cutting, editing, and uploading to ask of a 
teacher for multiple students and many schools (such as mine) do not have devices 
for students or the technology in school to achieve this. 

ANON-
767U-
41FA-5 

- Suggestion of only potentially 6 mins of performance throughout the year? Seems 
much lower than what we do now – lowered expectations? 
- Huge increase in workload to gather 2 portfolios of evidence for the 2 external 
standards for ALL students at level 1 –having digital portfolios for 2 standadrs being 
sent away for external marking - if this carries on for level 2 and 3 – huge equity load 
on teachers with large 30+ classes or multi-level classes. Also issues with digital 
storage for school not having capacity – and recording of video –equity with quality of 
camera/lighting/sound and storage of that for every student - Unit one has three 
points in the year to gather evidence for 1.4 
- Concerns around a lesser expectation than there is now – how does society/other 
tertiary courses – view this course – literacy - lead on for students taking this course? 
and wanting a deep understanding of drama – eg those who want to go on and have 
qualifications to show employers/tertiary providers etc.– how will this stack against 
other so called academic courses – how will they see motivation to keep going if 
achieve these early in the year? 
- Huge potential for prior learners eg trinity college – speech and drama students to 
just do this for 1.3 
- Concerns for Literacy – where is this in here? – explicit mention but also how this 
will be viewed – we fought hard to have Drama recorded as a subject that is literacy 
rich – and students take it because they see the value in process and performance – 
but there is little performance in here. And process needs clarification for marking. 
- Concerns around choice for students – can now mix and match for individual choice 
and assessment – eg choosing to do exam or not – choosing events and 
entertainment technologies or 1.5 this gives less choice for students – also courses 
that combine for example English with Drama – how will they now operate? What 
emphasis will there be on these 4 standards only – 
- Concern around resources and support for the change – teachers already 
stretched. 
Draft matrix – whakatauki – would like to see this reworked – ‘sit up in wonder’ - 
would love it to say more than this and drama is more than just 'artistic excellence' 
I love the inclusion of Theatre Aotearoa and an emphasis on mātauranga Māori but I 
am not sure that I see that in these standards - there needs to be more clarification 
of the te reo and also a rethinking of choice for Akonga and Kaiako when creating 
programmes of learning. 
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ANON-
767U-
41W2-7 

- Suggestion of only potentially 6 mins of performance throughout the year? Seems 
much lower than what we do now – lowered expectations? 
- Huge increase in workload to gather 2 portfolios of evidence for the 2 external 
standards for ALL students at level 1 –having digital portfolios for 2 standards being 
sent away for external marking - if this carries on for level 2 and 3 – huge equity load 
on teachers with large 30+ classes or multi-level classes. Also issues with digital 
storage for school not having capacity – and recording of video –equity with quality of 
camera/lighting/sound and storage of that for every student - 
- Concerns around a lesser expectation than there is now – how does society/other 
tertiary courses – view this course – literacy - lead on for students taking this course? 
and wanting a deep understanding of drama – eg those who want to go on and have 
qualifications to show employers/tertiary providers etc.– how will this stack against 
other so called academic courses – how will they see motivation to keep going if 
achieve these early in the year? 
- Huge potential for prior learners eg trinity college – speech and drama students to 
just do this for 1.3 
- Concerns for Literacy – where is this in here? – explicit mention but also how this 
will be viewed – we fought hard to have Drama recorded as a subject that is literacy 
rich – and students take it because they see the value in process and performance – 
but there is little performance in here. And process needs clarification for marking. 
- Concerns around choice for students – can now mix and match for individual choice 
and assessment – eg choosing to do exam or not – choosing events and 
entertainment technologies or 1.5 this gives less choice for students – also courses 
that combine for example English with Drama – how will they now operate? What 
emphasis will there be on these 4 standards only – 
- Concern around resources and support for the change – teachers already 
stretched. 
Draft matrix – whakatauki – would like to see this reworked – ‘sit up in wonder’ - 
would love it to say more than this and artistic excellence? 

ANON-
767U-
418B-R 

There is a lot of focus on the process and the way of working and not enough focus 
on the skills and execution of performance 

ANON-
767U-
417D-S 

Overall ... there needs to be SO MUCH MORE assurance for teachers. We want 
teachers to embrace this change so they need .... 
1. Clarity about the amount of performance time - this is WHY students take the 
subject. My students in a typical year will have been onstage for 45 - 90 mins each. 
Reduced to 3x 2-3 mins - this is ridiculous for getting deeper into the craft of creating 
theatre. 
2. Assure teachers about the workload. We already work hours and hours... add 
digital portfolios to this and it's not manageable. PLEASE open your eyes to what 
students are actually like in class PLEASE get some CURRENT classroom teachers 
on the group of people writing - people who KNOW as of yesterday (not 2-10 + years 
ago) what it is like in the classroom 
3. Equity for students for access to resources, to live theatre, to cameras and editing, 
to theatres, to confident teachers 
4. Professional Development..... WHO is doing this. Don't leave to after school 
meetings by subject associations. Many teachers can't access that due to location or 
time or school meeting requirements. Especially for the Tikanga Maori aspects -
otherwise the variation from school to school will be enormous 
5. HOW is this going to be marked? WHERE are the exemplars? HOW will we 
ensure markers are not biased towards/against some schools? WHEN will marks be 
returned? 
6. What is individual and what is group learning/assessment 
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7. Teachers need a model of how their current knowledge fits with the new 
standards. It's very simple to do ..... NEW 1.3 = aspects of OLD 1.1, 1.6 and 
1.4.PLUS ??? and NEW 1.2 = aspects of 1.2, 1.2 and 1.6 PLUS ability to script write, 
create, inquire. etc. ..... or something like that. 
8. Finally..... there needs to be some transparency about the decision to have 2 
externals for a practical. hands on subject. it is poor education decision making to 
have poked all subjects into the same model because of ease of systems. if students 
are AT THE CENTRE, then they need an assessment that suits the subject. An 
opportunity has been lost 

ANON-
767U-
41MN-S 

A positive that I noticed is that evidence can be gathered from each of the internals 
towards the externals, possibly as a way of minimising extra assessment and 
focusing on learning and performing, then simply selecting the information you have 
learned and performed with as your external evidence. 

ANON-
767U-
41M1-V 

First off - question 1 - does not read well at all! 
I understand the shift of a focus on helping our Maori learners achieve/succeed as 
Maori. 
However, I don't think the change of standards is the best way to go about it. I 
believe that there needs to be a bigger focus and the schools and teachers need to 
be more creative in how we approach our task work. Chucking in Maori terms and 
narrowing work down to focus on Aotearoa scripts seems to be NZQA's answer - but 
who is that limiting? 
One of my biggest concerns is that using Maori terms in this context is awkward and 
comes across as tokenistic. Also the Maori language has many, many definitions and 
what one term means for one, it can have a different focus for another because it is 
often a collection of ideas - a holistic term can have many definitions. 
1.1 Explain the function of theatre Aotearoa through Manaakitanga in a performance 
Positives: 
The ability to link to other theatre forms 
Exciting that there is a NZ feel 
Negatives: 
The time length of 2-3 mins per person is too limiting. - the focus seems to be too 
much on the process where students take Drama for the PERFORMING aspect. 
PLEASE don't KILL our subject! 
Exploring 2-3 texts is quite large - especially for level 1. Going to put a lot of pressure 
on Departments financially to source the plays, pay for class sets and potentially 
performance rights - (IS there going to be a suggested PLAY list??) 
The transition from achieved, merit to excellence is all wrong 
HOW do you ASSESS Manakitanga?? 
Questions/thoughts/concerns: 
Personal competence - PD around cultural responsiveness and how to not put extra 
stress on Te Reo teachers in school 
How to upskill? 
PLD across subjects for UDL? 
Will we lose the greater world influence ? 
More focus on the Performance... that is why people take our subject. 
Concerns over “cultural competencies” 
As we focus on the bicultural we musn’t lose sight of the multicultural global work of 
theatre practitioners and writers 
In the suggested LPs we need examples of work beyond a Maori context 
Genuinely concerned that the non Maori students will feel 
worried/confused/uncomfortable in the focus and potential to perform Maori 
characters. Doing that in a culturally acceptable way - this will differ if it's ok from 
area to area in NZ. 
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1.2 Participate in creative strategies to devise a drama 
Positives 
Like it includes participation 
Concept of whangatangi fits well 
Lots of overlap with old standard - reassuring 
Negatives: 
Again the time frame - 2-3 mins 
The idea of collation - questions of workloads for kids and teachers 
Collation of work - students doing this - is that realistic?? 
What’s being assessed - process or end product 
Reflection of old standards and journaling 
The tikanga around merit to excellence - big shift 
Ach to merit - use too engage 
Ach / merit more about process 
Exc more about performance 
2 to 3 min timeframe 
Editing is a skill - is this a skill year 11s have to refine 
Teacher interviewing re process 
Each grade boundary two bullet points - how do you grade if working at different 
levels at each bullet point - this is happening across all subjects to create holistic 
marking 
Thoughts/worries etc 
Xtra workload of managing evidence 
Individually marked or group marked - this is unclear - equity around marks and 
grades and who has a louder voice (is this defined in the marking schedule) 
Should it be individual marked 
Ask for more clarification around marking grade bullet points 
Collaborative process but its an individual assessment 
1.1 to 1.2 seems different levels of complexity yet same grade weighting 
End products - what do they look like 
 
1.3 Use drama techniques to perform a scripted role 
Positives 
Felt a lot like 1.6 with a focus on techniques 
Will enable us to hang it on what we know 
A place to do other genres not just NZ plays 
A bit of clout as a production could be seen as more important as its part of an 
external 
Able to use work from during year to pull down and send away. 
Negatives: 
Quality of recordings - assessed externally - difference in technology used and skill 
set of teachers so is this fair from school to school. 
Will there be PD on this 
Is two to three mins too short? 
Hard to judge quality on a video 
Is 2-3 minutes long enough? How would this work logistically 
Not edited?? This will make it more difficult to do a full production - maybe lends 
itself better to scenes? - what does this mean? 
Huge load - for teachers - especially with large classes or 
NCEA website already crashes with technology now - so need to look at technology 
both ends 
Variations from different levels in NZ - from solo work to group work - 
Audience - what constitutes an audience ? could be just teacher? Is this the way we 
want to talk? 
Why is this an external - really seems that 1.1 and 1.3 should be swapped around! 
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Questions/worries etc 
Technologies as a challenge. Data storage? Is this the full performance? 
Relation to Te Ao Maori 
Questions around teacher directed as opposed to student directed? 
When have a group - supports them rather than one on one - also a more cultural 
way of working? Relation to Te Ao Maori with this - if working as a solo how does this 
relate. 
When in a group 
Logistics and platform of technology 
Will we have to mark it and then a sample will be sent through? Or whole cohort? 
How will we manage the teacher workload if we have to send them away individually 
with evidence attached etc. 
Take best piece from the year? 
What types of performances are expected? All live or can they watch a recorded live 
piece? 
 
Will q+a sessions with production teams be required? Would be helpful to gain a 
good understanding on production choices. Will need this with recorded 
performances. 
 
Recorded performance is very different to a live performance and responses to it 
would also be very different 
 
1.4 Respond to Drama performance 
Positives: 
Similar to present exam 
Ability to dig deep 
Like that students can respond in different modes 
Could go alongside other standards and grow and develop their communication 
throughout the year 
Maybe can you start with 1.3 and then 1.1 then go to 1.2 and finish with 1.4 
 
Negatives: 
Reciprocal relationship with audience 
Digital portfolios and workload 
We moved away from writing so we hope this will allow things to stay physical and 
not too much written 
written exam - does it being taken away remove the rigour of drama as an academic 
subject - what do University and tertiary think about no written exam 
Live nature of theatre to analysing recorded performances - are we divorcing the 
nature and emphasis of live performance 
Schools - equality around cost of live performance verse recorded 
Drama is taken because students want the practical aspect. Is this going backwards 
in terms of progress in Drama as a subject. 
1.3 should be third and 1.4 should be in Term 4 - chronological order? 
Teacher workload??? With standards combined 
 
Worries/concerns etc 
Equity issues with students being able to view live shows. 
THE TIMING!! MID YEAR?? why??? 
WHY isn't it a written exam???????? 
What are types of performances students are expected to view: live and or recorded 
Equality around schools and what they can access 
How will it be marked? Is it whole class marked or only some sent in? 
Middle of term three means front loading viewing to term one or two 
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Are we going to lose so much in level 2 and 3 to limit the beauty rather than the 
expand 
Workload of all four standards 
Could 1.3 and 1.4 submissions flip terms 
Explanatory note 4… needs to be further unpacked 
Can the performance be of Level 2 or 3? Would this affect possible outcomes. 
Schools need to budget to allow to cover costs of live trips if part of the curriculum 
How many pieces need to be responded too 
 
 
  

ANON-
767U-
41MX-3 

The Big Ideas are great! I would like to see acknowledged that our subject has links 
with Social Sciences (especially History), Design and other Arts subjects (Dance, 
Music and Visual art forms). Beyond school our subject alwo links with areas 
requiring strong communication and interpretation skills (such as diplomacy, health 
and social work) in addition to areas requiring strong interpersonal and high trust 
relationships (such as education, police, local, national and international politics...). 

ANON-
767U-
4EJ4-G 

Perhaps some of the scripts listed are too challenging for some students at some 
schools. I guess it is up to us as teachers to find the right work. 
 
I would like to look at perhaps making the 1.2 Devising standard the external rather 
than the 1.3, as you are creating a portfolio of teacher observation as you go along 
and they are too. So that aspect could be covered easily. Then the performance 
filmed is already in a shorter continuous non edited time block - rather than a whole 
play.... 
Easy to mark and justify how the students in terms of their participation, so external 
would be just the performance and reflection added onto this. 
 
Definitely need PD for upskilling in Matauranga Māori and appropriate application in 
Drama. 
 
Flexibility around which external standards are handed in when. 

ANON-
767U-
4129-9 

1.3 
Felt a lot like 1.6 with a focus on techniques 
Will enable us to hang it on what we know 
A place to do other genres not just NZ plays 
A bit of clout as a production could be seen as more important as its part of an 
external 
Able to use work from during year to pull down and send away. 
Is this be student or teacher directed or either 
Is this appropriate as an external 
What is the relation to te au maori in this standard? 
What audience is required? 
Marking and setting standard if it can be a range of performances 
Is it one big recording or do you select best piece - does this increase workload 
What written supporting evidence is required? 
Is it a group or solo - says interaction with other characters. 
Can you use devising but script it? 
Could these be assessed live…. With markers travelling 
Quality of recordings - assessed externally - difference in technology used and skill 
set of teachers so is this fair from school to school. 
Will there be PD on this 
Is two to three mins too short? 
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Hard to judge quality on a video 
 
1.4 
Similar to present exam 
Ability to dig deep 
Like that students can respond in different modes 
Could go alongside other standards and grow and develop their communication 
throughout the year 
Maybe can you start with 1.3 and then 1.1 then go to 1.2 and finish with 1.4 
Reciprocal relationship with audience 
Digital portfolios and workload 
We moved away from writing so we hope this will allow things to stay physical and 
not too much written 
written exam - does it being taken away remove the rigour of drama as an academic 
subject - what do University and tertiary think about no written exam 
Live nature of theatre to analysing recorded performances - are we divorcing the 
nature and emphasis of live performance 
Schools - equality around cost of live performance verse recorded 
What are types of performances students are expected to view: live and or recorded 
Equality around schools and what they can access 
How will it be marked? Is it whole class marked or only some sent in? 
Middle of term three means front loading viewing to term one or two 
Are we going to lose so much in level 2 and 3 to limit the beauty rather than the 
expand 
Workload of all four standards 
Could 1.3 and 1.4 submissions flip terms 
Explanatory note 4… needs to be further unpacked 
Can the performance be of Level 2 or 3? Would this affect possible outcomes. 
Schools need to budget to allow to cover costs of live trips if part of the curriculum 
How many pieces need to be responded too 
 
1.1 
Ability to link and make connections to other forms 
Focus on theatre in Aotearoa 
UDL framework - collate in different formats 
Range of modes of assessment 
Mandate to tikanga in class 
Time length for performance 2-3 min is this per person 
Is this all about process rather than performance 
Needs emphasis on performance 
Concepts are huge for year 11 
Combining performance and Manakitanga how - very big 
Steps up to excellence - three extra steps for level one 
The word enhance for level performance is a step too far 
What could become less performance and become more writing 
How does tikanga get assessed 
Personal competence - PD around cultural responsiveness and how to not put extra 
stress on Te Reo teachers in school 
How to upskill 
PLD across subjects for UDL 
Will we lose the greater world influence 
 
1.2 
Like it includes participation 
Concept of whangatangi fits well 
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Lots of overlap with old standard 
Collation of work - students doing this - is that realistic?? 
What’s being as.sessed - process or end product 
Reflection of old standards and journaling 
The tikanga around merit to excellence - big shift 
Ach to merit - use too engage 
Ach / merit more about process 
Exc more about performance 
2 to 3 min timeframe 
Editing is a skill - is this a skill year 11s have to refine 
Teacher interviewing re process 
Each grade boundary two bullet points - how do you grade if working at different 
levels at each bullet point - this is happening across all subjects to create holistic 
marking 
Xtra workload of managing evidence 
Individually marked or group marked - this is unclear - equity around marks and 
grades and who has a louder voice (is this defined in the marking schedule) 
Should it be individual marked 
Ask for more clarification around marking grade bullet points 
Collaborative process but its an individual assessment 
1.1 to 1.2 seems different levels of complexity yet same grade weighting 
End products - what do they look like 

ANON-
767U-
412R-2 

We need more clarification on how to assess these standards. A lot more PLD will be 
needed to do this meaningfully and purposefully. How will so much work be marked 
externally? What will the teacher workload look like trying to gather so much portfolio 
work. A lot of this may take away from the love of performance for our students. I 
love the contextual work about Matauranga Maori but we need to be careful of 
tokenism and dangerous teaching practice. 

ANON-
767U-
41UK-X 

I understand the shift of a focus on helping our Maori learners achieve/succeed as 
Maori. 
However, I don't think the change of standards is the best way to go about it. I 
believe that there needs to be a bigger focus and the schools and teachers 
need to be more creative in how we approach our task work. 

ANON-
767U-
41BX-R 

-Will there be a specific link to Te Ao Maori in 1.3? 
-1.1 seems quite 'big' and may need more teaching time in comparison to the other 
standards as two aspects need to be fully unpacked. 

ANON-
767U-
41BR-J 

This was not a bad way to divide up existing achievement standards. 
 
Scriptwriting/knowledge of a play/ playwright have obviously been dropped. 
Knowledge of a form and use of features of a form is refocused into understanding of 
function of theatre which is ok. Lack of a standard for assessment of course does not 
preclude teaching of a range of forms over a senior drama programme. 
 
The internals feel like too much work for students and teachers. Students will be 
doing more journaling, portfolioing and reflecting (no matter what the mode) and less 
doing. Teacher will do more nagging, checking and recording and less teaching. 
 
Another issue for teachers will be the double bullet points for each internally 
assessed criterion, each of which changes incrementally (sometimes in 2 or 3 steps) 
for M and E- thus students have more hoops to jump through. While we may well be 
told to mark holistically, this does not fit with the notion of a standard that must be 
met. If holistic judgement is required then criteria can only be indicators of how to 
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achieve at M or E. 
I can visualise students who would be at A for 1 bullet point in 1.1 and 1.2 and M or 
E for the other. Which has more weight? If some thing is not met is that ok? The 
skills in each bullet point are quite different from each other. 

ANON-
767U-
4SVZ-G 

I just really love the simplicity of 4 standards, the integration of Te Ao Māori, kaupapa 
and tikanga, and acknowledging the uniqueness of Aotearoa Theatre content...so 
much good in there! I can see it might 'threaten' those who do not feel strong in those 
concepts or have only been teaching from a "British classics" focussed context. 
Hopefully teachers will see it as an opportunity for learning in ourselves. 
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